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Photon Sidebands of the Ground State and First Excited State of a Quantum Dot
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We have measured photon-assisted tunneling through a quantum dot with zero dimensional (0D
states. For photon energies smaller than the separation between 0D states we observe photon sideb
resonances of the ground state. When the photon energy exceeds the separation between 0D sta
we observe photon-induced excited state resonances. We identify the different resonances by studyi
their dependence on photon frequency and magnetic field. [S0031-9007(97)02424-1]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Gk, 73.50.Mx, 73.50.Pz
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In analogy to spectroscopy on atoms it is interesting
study the interaction between light and electrons confin
in quantum dots. However, since it is difficult to realiz
identical quantum dots the response of an ensemble
quantum dots to light excitation is strongly averaged ov
sample differences. Despite this averaging, excitati
studies on quantum dot arrays by far-infrared light ha
shown the spectrum of collective modes [1], and inelas
light scattering experiments have probed single parti
excitations [2]. The latter technique has also prob
excitons in a single quantum dot [3]. We have use
microwaves with relatively low frequency to study th
discrete electron excitation spectrum in the conducti
band of a single quantum dot. In contrast to the lig
transmission or luminescence measurements of the ab
spectroscopy techniques, we measure the photorespo
in the dc current.

Current can flow through a quantum dot when a discre
energy state is aligned to the Fermi energies of the lea
This current is carried by resonant elastic tunneling
electrons between the leads and the dot. An additio
time-varying potentialeV coss2pftd can induceinelastic
tunnel events when electrons exchange photons of ene
hf with the oscillating field. This inelastic tunneling
with discrete energy exchange is known as photo
assisted tunneling (PAT). PAT has been studied before
superconductor-insulator-superconductor tunnel junctio
[4], in superlattices [5], and in quantum dots [6,7]. Th
quantum dots in Ref. [6] were rather large and effective
had a continuous density of states. So far, PAT throu
small quantum dots with discrete states has only be
studied theoretically [8,9]. In this paper we show fo
the first time different types of PAT processes throug
a quantum dot with well resolved discrete 0D states. W
first show that an elastic resonant tunneling peak in t
current develops photon sideband resonances when
apply microwaves. We then use PAT as a spectrosco
tool to measure the energy evolution of the first excit
state as a function of magnetic field [10].

Transport through a quantum dot is dominated
Coulomb blockade effects [11]. The energy to add
extra electron to a quantum dot constitutes the charg
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energy Ec for a single electron, and a finite energ
difference D´ arising from the confinement. A dot is
said to have 0D states ifD´ is larger than the thermal
energykBT [11]. Assuming sequential tunneling of single
electrons, the current can be calculated with a mas
equation [12]. In Ref. [13] we combine this approac
with the Tien-Gordon theory [4] to calculate the effec
of microwaves on the dc current through a dot with 0
states. The basic idea is that an ac voltage dropV eV coss2pftd over a tunnel barrier modifies the tunne
rate [6]: eGsEd 

P
n J2

nsadGsE 1 nhfd. HereeGsEd and
GsEd are the tunnel rates at energyE with and without an
ac voltage, respectively.J2

nsad is the square of thenth
order Bessel function evaluated ata  eeVyhf, which
gives the probability that tunneling electrons absorbsn .

0d or emitsn , 0d n photons of energyhf. In this model
the ac electric field is assumed to be confined to t
barriers; there are no oscillating electric fields inside th
dot or in the leads which could cause transitions with
the dot or within the leads. Below we compare som
calculations to our measurements.

The diagrams in Fig. 1 show two relevant energy stat
for N electrons in the dot. For small dc bias voltag
and no ac voltages a current resonance occurs when
topmost energy state (i.e., the electrochemical potent
of the quantum dot lines up with the Fermi levels of th
leads (see the diagraḿ0). When high frequency voltages
drop across the two barriers, additional current pea
appear. We distinguish two mechanisms which we
calculated in Ref. [9]. The first mechanism gives photo
induced current peaks when theseparation between
the ground staté 0 and the Fermi levels of the leads
matchesthe photon energy (ornhf), as depicted in the
diagrams labeled bý0 1 hf and ´0 2 hf. The minus
and plus signs correspond to being before or beyond
main resonance. Note that also the case of´0 2 hf
involves photon absorption. Following the literature o
the tunneling time we call these current peakssidebands
[14]. The second mechanism leads to photon peaks wh
an excited state is in resonance with the Fermi leve
of the leads (see diagraḿ1). Without PAT, transport
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Diagrams depicting the sequence of tunneling eve
which dominantly contribute to the current through a quantu
dot, for different gate voltages. A small dc bias raises the le
Fermi level with respect to the right Fermi level.́0 and ´1
denote the ground state and the first excited state of theN
electron system. When theN th electron tunnels to one of the
two reservoirs, the energy states of the dot drop by the charg
energyEc. The corresponding diagrams forN 2 1 electrons
are not shown. Note that only processes with tunneling fro
or to states close to the Fermi levels in the leads contribute
the net current.

through the excited staté1 is blocked since Coulomb
blockade prevents having electrons in both the grou
state and the excited state simultaneously. The elect
in the ground state cannot escape from the dot because
energy is lower than the Fermi levels in the leads. PA
however, empties the ground state´0 when the electron
in ´0 absorbs enough energy and leaves the dot. T
process is analogous to photoionization. Now, theN th
electron can tunnel resonantly via the excited state´1 as
long as the staté0 stays empty. Note that for this secon
mechanismnhf has toexceed,but not necessarilymatch
the energy splittingD´  ´1 2 ´0. More photon peaks
are generated when these two mechanisms are comb
as in the diagrams labeled bý1 1 hf and´1 2 hf. We
thus see that PAT can populate the excited states w
the help of tunneling between dot and leads. So, ev
without direct intradot transitions we can perform photo
spectroscopy on discrete quantum dot states.

Our measurements are performed on a quantum dot
fined by metallic gates (see inset in Fig. 4 below) in
GaAsyAlGaAs heterostructure containing a 2 dimension
electron gas (2DEG) 100 nm below the surface. T
2DEG has mobility2.3 3 106 cm2yV s and electron den-
sity 1.9 3 1015 m22 at 4.2 K. By applying negative volt-
ages to the two outer pairs of gates, we form two quantu
point contacts (QPCs). An additional pair of center gat
between the QPCs confines the electron gas to a sm
dot. No electron transport is possible through the narro
channels between the center gates and the gates form
the QPCs. The center gate voltageVg can shift the states
in the dot with respect to the Fermi levels of the leads a
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thereby controls the number of electrons in the dot. Th
energy shift is given byDE  kDVg. A small dc voltage
bias is applied between source and drain and the resulti
dc source-drain current is measured. From standard
measurements we find that the effective electron temper
ture is approximatelyT  200 mK and the charging en-
ergyEc  1.2 6 0.1 meV. We independently determine
the level splittingD´ for different magnetic fields from
current-voltage characteristics. In addition to the dc ga
voltages we couple a microwave signal (10–75 GHz) ca
pacitatively into one of the center gates.

We concentrate on a single Coulomb peak and stud
the modification of the shape of the peak induced b
the microwave signal [15]. First, we study the photon
sidebands of the ground state at a magnetic fieldB 
0.84 T [16]. The main part of Fig. 2 shows measured
curves of the current as a function of the gate voltage
different microwave powers for the casehf , D´ (hf 
110 meV for f  27 GHz andD´  165 meV). Here
current flows primarily via the ground state and its photo
sidebands (i.e., upper diagrams in Fig. 1). On increasin
the microwave power we see in Fig. 2 that the height o
the main resonance decreases to zero, while addition
resonances develop with increasing amplitude. When w
convert gate voltage to energy we find that the additiona
resonances are located at´0 6 hf and ´0 6 2hf [17].
The power dependence is in agreement with the behavi
of the Bessel functions:J2

0 sad for the main resonancé0,
J2

1 sad for the one-photon sidebandś0 6 hf, andJ2
2 sad

for the two-photon sidebandś0 6 2hf. For comparison
we show a calculation in the inset of Fig. 2 for the sam
values for the temperature, frequency, and bias voltage

FIG. 2. Measurement of the current through the quantum d
as a function of the center gate voltage and the output voltag
of the microwave supply. This data is taken in the single
level regime shf , D´d. hf  110 meV for f  27 GHz,
D´  165 meV at B  0.84 T, and V  13 mV. Note that
the gate voltage axis runs from positive to negative. Inse
calculation of the current as a function of the gate voltage an
the ac voltage parametera  eṼyhf, taking the same values
for T , f, andV as in the experiment.
1537
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in the experiment. We have assumed equal ac voltag
across the two barriers. The small difference betwee
measured and calculated data can be explained if
include an asymmetry in the ac coupling [15].

We now discuss the higher frequency regime whe
hf . D´ such that PAT can induce current through
excited states. Figure 3 shows measurements of t
current at B  0.91 T (here D´  130 meV). In the
top sectionf  61.5 GHz, and in the bottom section
f  42 GHz. As we increase the power we see extr
peaks coming up. We label the peaks as in Fig. 1. On t
right side of the main resonance a new resonance appe
which we assign to photoionization followed by tunneling
through the first excited state. At higher powers the on
photon sidebands of the main resonance as well as th
of the excited state resonance appear. We do not obse
the peak foŕ 0 1 hf, in this measurement. This can be
explained, at least in part, by the fact that here an electr
can also tunnel intó 1 which blocks the photon current
through´0 1 hf. Simulations confirm that the peak for
´0 1 hf can be several times weaker than the peak f
´0 2 hf [13]. Also it is masked by the high peak for´1

right next to it. The arrows underneath the curves ma
the photon energy given by the corresponding frequenc
The peakś 0 and ´1 remain in place when we change
the frequency, since the photon energy evidently does n
alter the energy splitting. The other peaks,´0 2 hf and
´1 6 hf, shift by an amount which corresponds to th

FIG. 3. Measured current as a function of center gate volta
for different microwave powers. The dashed curve is withou
microwaves. B  0.91 T, V  13 mV, in the top section
the frequency isf  61.5 GHz, in the bottom sectionf 
42 GHz. As the frequency of the microwaves is reduce
between top and bottom sections, the ground state resona
´0 and the resonance attributed to the excited state´1 remain at
the same gate voltage position. The other peaks,´0 2 hf and
´1 6 hf, shift inward by an amount which corresponds to th
change in photon energy as indicated by the arrows. We
not observé 0 1 hf in this measurement.
1538
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change in photon energy as indicated by the arrows. Th
reflects that the sidebands originate from matching th
states´0 and ´1 to the Fermi levels of the leads by a
photon energyhf.

We further substantiate the peak assignment by stud
ing detailed frequency and magnetic field dependenc
First, we discuss the frequency scaling. Figure 4 show
the spacing between a resonance and its photon sideba
as a function of the photon energy. Different markers
correspond to different photon peaks. The factork 
35 meVymV to convert the peak spacings in mV gate
voltage into energy is independently determined from d
measurements. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
value of the resonance without microwaves, indicated b
the arrow, is proportional to the effective electron tem
perature in the leads. Structure due to photon energi
below this value is washed out by the thermal energ
kBT . The frequency scaling firmly establishes PAT as
the transport mechanism [4–7]. The observation that th
sidebands move linearly with frequency while the ground
and excited state resonances stay fixed supports our ide
tification of the different peaks.

We can now use a magnetic field to change the energ
separation between the ground state and the first excit
state [10] while keeping the distance to the sideband
fixed. Figure 5(a) shows the positions in gate voltage o
all observed peaks for 52.5 GHz as a function of magnet
field. The filled circles reflect the evolution of́0 with
magnetic field. This ground state weakly oscillates with a
periodicity of ,80 mT which roughly corresponds to the

FIG. 4. Peak spacings versus the photon energy.h: spacing
between ´0 and ´0 2 hf. e: spacing betweeń 0 and
´0 1 hf. n: spacing betweeń1 and´1 2 hf. s: spacing
betweeń 1 and´1 1 hf. The dashed line is based on the gate
voltage to energy conversion factork independently determined
from dc measurements, and has the theoretically expected slo
equal to 1. The arrow indicates the FWHM of the peak. Inset
SEM photo of the sample. The lithographic size of the dot is
s600 3 300d nm2. Current can flow when we apply a voltage
between source and drain. The microwave signal is coupled
one of the center gates.
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FIG. 5. (a) Peak positions at different magnetic fields
52.5 GHz. Solid symbols denote peaks which are independ
of frequency. Open symbols denote peaks that scale w
frequency. (b) Peak spacings relative to the main resonan
converted to energy. Closed circles:´0; open circles:́ 0 6 hf;
closed diamonds:́1; open diamonds:́ 1 2 hf and´1 2 2hf.

addition of an extra flux quantum to the dot. The fille
diamonds reflect the evolution of́1. The open circles
(diamonds) show the sidebandś0 6 hf s´1 6 hfd.
Figure 5(b) shows the magnetic field evolution of th
excited state and the photon sideband peaks relative to
ground state [i.e., we have subtracted´0sBd from the other
curves]. We see that the energy splitting decreases
increasing the magnetic field, and for0.54 , B , 0.58 T
a degeneracy of the ground state is temporarily lifte
and actually two excited states are observed [18]. T
dashed lines denote the photon energyhf  217 meV
for 52.5 GHz. The open circles close to these line
are the photon processeś0 6 hf demonstrating that
they indeed move together with the ground state. T
open diamonds are thé1 2 hf and´1 2 2hf processes.
Their motion clearly follows the motion of́1. We have
thus shown that we can vary the states´0 and´1 with the
magnetic field and, independently, vary the separation
the sidebands with the microwave frequency.

In conclusion, we have used photon-assisted tunneli
to study the interaction between microwave light an
electrons occupying discrete 0D states in a single quant
dot. The quality of our data shows the feasibility o
recently proposed experiments on Rabi-type oscillatio
between coupled quantum dots [19].
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